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Network II nurse call was designed with
both installers and end-users in mind.

nurse call
systems

This feature packed system is ideal for use

by the Private Sector in care establishments

and for NHS Developments; it has been

developed and fine-tuned over the years

to keep it at the forefront of technology.

Using a simple two-wire bus, installation

couldn’t be easier.  Call points are wired in

simple radials from the main control unit –

or Hub as we call it.  Indicator panels are

wired on similar radials.  For more detailed

information refer to our installation and

programming guide.

The design of our equipment makes it the

ideal choice when upgrading an old nurse

call system. Our nurse call points need only

two connections to be fully operational.

The system can therefore ‘sit-on’ existing

wiring – there is no more cost effective

way to upgrade a nurse call system!

A full range of accessories is available

including extension call leads, door

monitoring equipment, bed-leaving

sensors, radio paging and more. This

makes it easy to design a system that 

fully meets the requirements of the 

client and registration authority.

Our datastore software package is a useful

tool allowing care providers to monitor

events on the system.  It is also a handy

commissioning tool for engineers.

The sales team at SAS are there to assist

with the planning and design of your

system.  Simply provide us with a set 

of building plans and we will design the

system for you, if necessary site surveys

can be arranged.  We also offer full

technical backup and a commissioning

service, if required.

This brochure offers only a brief overview

of the features our Network II nurse call

system has to offer.  Request a copy of 

our product guide and installation and

programming guides for comprehensive

details of our product range.

Request a copy of our product guide,

giving up-to-date details on the full

range of our products using contact

details below.  An installation and

programming guide is also a useful

tool when designing a system.

Contact
Specialist Alarm Services Ltd

Hinde House, Elswick East Terrace

George Street Industrial Estate

Newcastle upon Tyne, NE4 7LJ

T 0191 272 2222

F 0191 272 5010

E sales@sasuk.com

www.sasuk.com

... there is no more cost

effective way of upgrading

a nurse call system!




